Verbs in Past Perfect Tense

Word-O-Rama

Read the clue and then choose the best match from the possible answers.

1) Fill in the blank: I hadn't realized I ______ her yesterday.
   A. deal    B. had embarrassed
   C. had dealt D. whisper

2) Fill in the blank: He ______ the test and gotten a better score.
   A. had repeated       B. whisper
   C. had embarrassed    D. embarrass

3) Pick the word that fits this definition: present tense of "to partake," for I, you, we, they
   A. partake        B. repeat
   C. whisper        D. had embarrassed

4) Fill in the blank: I ______ in the library so as not to be loud.
   A. had repeated    B. partake
   C. whisper         D. deal

5) Pick the word that fits this definition: past perfect tense of "to deal;" completed action
   A. had partaken     B. had repeated
   C. had whispered    D. had dealt

6) Pick the word that fits this definition: past perfect tense of "to whisper;" completed action
   A. had dealt        B. embarrass
   C. deal             D. had whispered

7) Pick the word that fits this definition: present tense of "to repeat," for I, you, we, they
   A. had repeated     B. had embarrassed
   C. repeat           D. had whispered
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8) Fill in the blank: I ______ of Indian food last year, while visiting India.
   A. whisper  B. partake
   C. repeat  D. had partaken

9) Fill in the blank: I ______ with problems like this each day.
   A. whisper  B. repeat
   C. had partaken  D. deal

10) Fill in the blank: I don't ______ very easily.
    A. whisper  B. had repeated
    C. had partaken  D. embarrass